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and prospects in active anion-
bearing C12A7-mediated chemical reactions

Xiangyu Zhang,†a Zichuang Li,a Miao Xu,†b Hideo Hosonoc and Tian-Nan Ye *a

Porous materials have received considerable attention because their unique porous or cage structures can trap

different kinds of active species, allowing for unparalleled potential in chemical transformation. As a new type of

nanoporous material, 12CaO$7Al2O3 (C12A7) features a positively charged framework that comprises 3D-

connected nanocage structures with an inner diameter of 0.4 nm. A diversity of anions can be easily

incorporated into the nanocage structures, endowing C12A7 with various novel physical and chemical

properties. In this study, we exhaustively summarize the recent advances in active anions embedded in C12A7

as catalysts or reagents for multiple chemical reactions. Moreover, the diverse routes for the preparation of

active species, such as electrons, anions, and radicals, trapped in the cages of C12A7 are itemized elaborately.

The roles of the incorporated anions in C12A7 are discussed in depth for chemical transformation. Finally,

a perspective on the challenges and developments for future research on active anion-bearing C12A7

materials is proposed. This review provides basic guidance for the rational design and construction of high-

performance C12A7-based materials in various applications, especially heterogeneous catalysis.
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1. Introduction

Porous materials have attracted great attention over the last two
decades owing to their technological applications in many
elds.1 They are generally used as catalysts,2 adsorbents,3 and
biomaterials4 owing to their ordered structure arrangement and
multiscale pore size distribution. According to the International
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) denition,
porous materials can be classied into three categories based
on their pore size distribution: microporous, mesoporous, and
macroporous. Compared with mesoporous and macroporous,
microporous materials oen possess interconnected pores of
less than 2 nm in size with large surface areas of 300–2000 m2

g−1. Typically, zeolites,5 metal organic frameworks (MOFs),6 and
carbon7 are the most well-known group of microporous mate-
rials, in which the unique microporous or cage structure can
trap different kinds of molecules and ions. The trapped chem-
ical species enable selective chemical reactions on the surface of
the pores, which are believed to be catalytic active sites. When
the pore size is reduced to extremely small, the encaged species
can be regarded as a quantum dot with the emergence of
a quantum effect.8 Thus, various novel functions are expected to
be achieved over microporous materials owing to the low-
dimensional nature of their caged state.

12CaO$7Al2O3 (C12A7) is a new type of nanoporous material
in which the nanoporous framework is positively charged, and
thus anions and/or electrons can be encapsulated therein.9 This
nanoporous material differs completely from traditional
microporous materials in which positively charged or neutral
species are entrapped in the porous structures. In other words,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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C12A7 has unique features among porous materials: a positively
charged framework comprises 12 sub-nano-cages that are
closely packed and share common planes as openings. Because
the size of the positively charged cage is comparable to those of
the conventional anions, various anions, such as e−,10 O2

−,11

O−,12 H−,13 OH−,14 NH2−,15 S2−,16 Au−,17 F−,18 Cl−,19 and CN−,20

can be easily entrapped therein, as shown in Scheme 1. The
exchangeability of the incorporated anions thus provides
a convenient means of ne-tuning the selectivity of C12A7.

Because the crystal structure of C12A7 comprises three
dimensionally connected sub-nano-cages with an open mouth of
the cage at the surface, the substituted anions possibly interacted
with each other or transferred to the surface through a mono-
layered oxide cage wall.9 These behaviors of the entrapped anions
result in various novel properties, including ionic conductivity,21–24

electron conductivity10,25 and superconductivity.26–29 Accordingly,
various physical and electronic device applications are achieved,
including ionic conductors, cold electron emitters30–33 and anion
emissions.18,19,34 For example, as the strongest oxidant among
active oxygen species, the O− ion can be extracted from the cage
into an external vacuum by applying an electric eld with thermal
assistance, generating a high-density O− beam in the order of mA
cm−2.34 The introduction of functional anions in the matrix of
C12A7 undoubtedly signicantly improved its performance and
expanded its applications.

Recently, the increase in publications on C12A7 as hetero-
geneous catalysis suggests that the eld of C12A7-mediated
chemical transformations is emerging and will establish
a new area of research owing to their high activity associated
with structural properties. In this review, we summarize the
research progress on active anion-bearing C12A7-mediated
chemical reactions in the last two decades and attempt to
introduce some common practices in catalyst design. A brief
introduction to the preparation methods for various active
anions embedded in C12A7 is rst introduced in each section.
Then, we discuss the functions of the embedded anions in the
chemical reactions and systematically explain the relationship
between the material structure and the chemical properties of
C12A7. Finally, a brief discussion is described on the further
challenges and perspectives of C12A7 materials as well as its
potential applications in the future.
Scheme 1 Structures of C12A7 and single cage structure and exchange

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
2. Active ions substituted in C12A7
and its chemical applications

Since the discovery of the rst air and room temperature stable
electride [Ca24Al28O64]

4+(e−)4 (C12A7:e
−) in 2003,10 the research

interest in [Ca24Al28O64]
4+(X−)4 has increased rapidly, especially

focusing on the functional application in chemical trans-
formations. In the last two decades, different active anions (X =

e−,10 O−,12 O2
−,11 H−,35 Au−17 and Pt36) embedded in C12A7 have

been widely reported in a series of signicant chemical reac-
tions, including ammonia synthesis/decomposition, CO2

reduction/CO oxidation, chemoselective reduction/oxidation
and heterolytic hydrogen activation (Scheme 2).

2.1. Electron-substituted C12A7

In C12A7, an extreme case is the total replacement of free O2−

ions with anionic electrons, forming the conductive electride
material C12A7:e−.10 The most characteristic feature of the
C12A7:e− electride is its low work function (2.4 eV),37
able active anions.

Scheme 2 Various active ions substituted in C12A7 correspond to
different chemical applications.

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099 | 15075
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comparable to that of alkali metals, but with higher chemical
inertness, which makes this material a promising electron
donor in chemical reactions. In this section, we rst introduce
the preparation methods of C12A7:e− and then discuss their
functional applications.

2.1.1 Preparation method. As shown in Table 1, the prep-
arationmethod of C12A7:e− can be mainly divided into physical
and chemical processes, and chemical processes include
reduction and solid-state reactions. Physical processes and
reduction reactions are the processes of removing the free ions
(H− or O2−) of C12A7 by high-energy irradiation or a strong
reducing agent to obtain C12A7:e−. The solid-state reaction is
a process of direct synthesis of C12A7:e− from raw powder
material.

In 2002, Hayashi et al. reported that the irradiation of
hydride ions (H−) incorporated in C12A7:H− with ultraviolet
light results in a conductive state that persists aer irradiation
ceases.38 The photo-activated C12A7:H− exhibits moderate
electrical conductivity (∼0.3 S cm−1) at room temperature. The
proposed transformation process can be expressed as follows:
H− (cage) / e− (cage) + H0 (cage). The positively charged cage
electrostatically captures the photo-ionized electron and forms
an F+-like center. The electron concentration (Ne) determined by
EPR (electron paramagnetic resonance) was 2 × 1019 cm−3.
Because the electron is weakly bound in the cage, the wave-
function spreads spatially. Consequently, electrons could
migrate throughout the framework by variable-range hopping.

The reduction in C12A7 is also achieved by ion implantation,
one of the non-equilibrium physical processes in which a high
concentration of ions can be introduced in a designated small
area with excellent controllability. It is widely used for the
modication of thin lm materials. Miyakawa et al. conducted
Ar+ ion implantation in polycrystalline C12A7 thin lms and
found that the free O2− ions could be removed from the cage by
Table 1 Summary of C12A7:e− electride preparation processes

Process Precursor

Physical process UV
illumination38

Single crystal

Ion
implantation39

Thin lm

Chemical process (reduction
reaction)

Ca vapor
treatment10

Single crystal

Ti vapor
treatment25

Single crystal

CO gas40 Single crystal/powder/
thin lm

Melt
solidication

No specic one

Glass-ceramics41 No specic one

Process Reactant

Chemical process (solid–state reaction) C12A7, CA, Ca shot
CaO, Al2O3, Al

43

CaO, Ca, Al2O3
44

C12H10Ca3O14$4H2O

15076 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099
the collision of O2− ions and Ar+ ions, thus leaving free e−

therein.39 The produced electrons by Ar+-implantation could be
expressed using the following equation: O2− (cage) / 2e−

(cage) + 1/2O2 (gas). Using this method, the Ne of the nal ob-
tained C12A7:e− can reach ∼1.4 × 1021 cm−3. It is noteworthy
that ion implantation technology enables a higher Ne than that
of UV irradiation with a designated narrow space.

Compared with physical processes, the types of C12A7
reduction reactions are more abundant in chemical processes.
In 2003, Matsuishi et al. removed ∼100% of clathrated O2− ions
from C12A7 by the thermal treatment of C12A7 singe crystal
under Ca metal vapor.10 Single crystal C12A7 and Ca metal are
sealed in a vacuum silica glass tube (∼10−3 torr) and treated at
700 °C (Fig. 1a). The heating process ensures that Ca metal
volatilizes into vapor and reacts with the free O2− ions of C12A7
to form CaO, which was subsequently removed by mechanical
polishing. The formation mechanism for the C12A7:e− can be
expressed as follows: O2− (cage) + Ca / 2e− (cage) + CaO. With
the extension of the Ca vapor treatment time, the color of the
sample changes from transparent to green and, nally, to black
with the Ne reaching up to 2 × 1021 cm−3 (Fig. 1b). It is note-
worthy that the Ca treatment requires a long duration (240
hours for a 0.4 mm thin single crystal) to extract the total free
O2− ions because the heating temperature is limited to 700 °C at
maximum, preventing the reaction of C12A7 crystal and Ca to
form Ca3Al2O6 (C3A). The surface generation of dense CaO lm
also hinders the deep reduction of bulk C12A7. Further, the
replacement of free O2− ions is incomplete owing to the
formation of a surface CaO layer that acts as a diffusion barrier.

The above drawbacks were overcome by employing Ti metal
vapor treatment. Ti could form stable nonstoichiometric oxides
over a wide chemical composition range (1 < x < 2 in TiO2−x),
and these Ti sub-oxides exhibit metallic conductivity. The
outward diffusion of free O2− ions of C12A7 cannot be blocked
Reacting process Ne (cm
−3)

H− (cage) / e− (cage) + H0 (cage) 2 × 1019

O2− (cage) / 2e− (cage) + 1/2O2 (gas) 1.4 × 1021

O2− (cage) + Ca / 2e− (cage) + CaO 2.3 × 1021

O2− (cage) + Ti / 2e− (cage) + TiO2−x 2.3 × 1021

O2− (cage) + CO / 2e− (cage) + CO2 8 × 1019

C2
2− (cage)/2e− (cage) + 2C or C2

2− (cage) + 2O2− / 6e−

(cage) + 2CO
9 × 1019

9 × 1019

Reaction condition Ne (cm
−3)

42 Sealed in vacuum 2.3 × 1021

Ar atmosphere 1.2 × 1021

Spark plasma sintering 2.1 × 1021

, Al2O3
45 Spark plasma sintering 2.0 × 1021

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis process for C12A7
electride via Ca treatment. (b) The Ca treatment changes the sample
color from colorless to green and, finally, to black, with increasing
duration of the Ca treatment. Copyright 2007, Springer Nature. (c) The
Ti treatment changes the sample color from orange to black. The
orange colour comes from Ir4+ dissolved from the Ir crucible used for
single crystal growth.46 Copyright 2007, American Chemical Society.

Fig. 2 Synthesis processes for C12A7 electride under a reducing
atmosphere. (a) Schematic illustration of CO/CO2 reduction treatment
and image of the obtained dark green electride disk. Copyright 2007,
Springer Nature. Melt-solidification (b) and glass-ceramic (c)
processes. Copyright 2005, American Chemical Society.
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even if a thick titanium oxide layer completely covers the sample
surface. Additionally, high temperatures up to ∼1300 °C can be
used for the calcination reduction process because Ti metal
does not react with C12A7 up to this temperature. Kim et al.
reported the treatment of C12A7 single crystals by Ti metal
vapor at ∼1100 °C.25 The change in color from transparent
orange tint to black indicates an increased electron concentra-
tion and enhanced electrical conductivity (Fig. 1c). Owing to the
high reaction temperature, the diffusion rate of O2− in C12A7
increases by several orders of magnitude, resulting in the
effective shortening of the heating time. Accordingly, Ne reaches
the theoretical maximum value of ∼2.3 × 1021 cm−3.

In addition to Ca and Ti metal vapor, the treatment of C12A7
in reducing atmospheres of CO/CO2 has also been investigated.
Kim et al. placed a C12A7 sample in a carbon crucible with a cap
heated at 1000–1300 °C for 24 h in a owing N2 atmosphere
(Fig. 2a).40 The atmosphere inside the carbon crucible during
the treatment is strongly reductive CO/CO2 with a pO2 of 10

−19–

10−17 atm. Under this condition, CO gas reacts with free O2−

ions of C12A7 to generate CO2, and then the electrons are
injected into the cages to compensate for the positively charged
lattice framework. The reduction process can be expressed as
the following equation: O2− (cage) + CO (gas) / 2e− (cage) +
CO2 (gas). The color of the sample becomes dark green because
of the relatively low Ne of 8 × 1019 cm−3. Unlike metal vapour
treatment, which inevitably produces the metal oxide layer at
the surface, the sample surface remains clean without forming
any additional impurities during the reaction. Hence, this
reduction strategy can be applied to C12A7 with different
sample forms (single crystals, powder and thin lms).

A simple and efficient synthesis method of C12A7:e− is vital
for practical applications. Kim et al. reported facile preparation
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
of C12A7:e− electride from its melting and glass states in
a carbon crucible with a carbon cap at 1600 °C (Fig. 2b and c).41

This high temperature produces a strongly reducing atmo-
sphere inside the crucible with partial oxygen pressure as low as
10−16 atm. It is found that C2

2− ions dissolved into the melt
from the carbon crucible to compensate for the oxygen de-
ciency arising from the strongly reducing atmosphere. Because
of the similar anion sizes of C2

2− (1.2 Å) and O2− (1.4 Å), the
C2

2− anion can operate as a template under a reducing atmo-
sphere. The possible reaction mechanism can be expressed as
follows: C2

2− (melt or glass) / C2
2− (cage) + O2− (cage) / 4e−

(cage) + 2C or C2
2− (cage) + 2O2− (cage) / 6e− (cage) + 2CO

(gas). The resultant crystallized C12A7:e− is dark green, which
suggests a mediate electronic conductivity and that the Ne can
reach 9 × 1019 cm−3.

The metal–insulator transition of
[Ca24Al28O64]

4+(O2−)2−x(e
−)2x occurs at Ne z 1 × 1021 cm−3,

which is the prerequisite for the high electron donation ability
of C12A7:e−. Matsuishi et al. reported a direct synthesis method
for the preparation of C12A7:e− powder with an electron density
up to a theoretical maximum of 2.33 × 1021 cm−3.42 C12A7:e−

powder was synthesized by a reaction of C12A7, CaO$Al2O3 (CA),
and Ca metal at 700–1100 °C: 0.8Ca12Al14O33 + 1.4CaAl2O4 + Ca
/ 1/2[Ca24Al28O64]

4+(e−)4. This process comprises the
following seven-step procedure. First, a mixture of C12A7 and
CA was prepared by a reaction of CaCO3 and g-Al2O3 with
a molar ratio of 11 : 7 at 1300 °C in ambient air: 11CaCO3 +
7Al2O3 / 0.8Ca12Al14O33 + 1.4CaAl2O4 + 11CO2[(i). The sin-
tered mixture (C12A7 + CA) was ball-milled (ii), and subse-
quently degassed at 700 °C for 2 h in the air (iii). Aer that, the
mixture was heated at 1100 °C for 15 h in a dynamically evac-
uated silica tube (∼1 × 10−4 Pa) (iv). The C12A7 + CA and Ca
metal shots were sealed in an evacuated silica tube and heated
at 700 °C for 15 h (v). The tube was then opened in an Ar-lled
groove box, and the obtained material was ground to spread Ca
within the mixture (vi). Finally, the mixture was squeezed into
a single-ended silica tube, which was subsequently evacuated
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099 | 15077
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and sealed. The tube was sealed in another evacuated silica
tube. The doubly sealed tube was then heated at 1100 °C for 2 h
(vii). This method involves multiple steps, such as crystalliza-
tion of the mixture precursor of C12A7 and CA, strict evacua-
tion, and encapsulation.

Jiang et al. reported a facile one-step and scalable alumi-
nothermic synthesis method of C12A7:e− with Ne up to 1.23 ×

1021 cm−3 (Fig. 3a).43 A mixture of CaO, Al2O3, and Al powders
withmolar ratios of 12 : 7(1− x):14(x) and x= 0–25%was placed
in an alumina crucible with an alumina plate cover. Next, it was
Fig. 3 (a) Schematic of aluminothermic synthesis of C12A7:e− via
one-step calcination of mixtures of oxide and Al. Inset is an image of
100 g mass-produced C12A7:e− powders. Copyright 2019, American
Chemical Society. (b) Schematic of the synthesis process of C12A7:e−

via SPS of mixtures of oxide and Ca. Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

Fig. 4 (a) Catalytic performance for NH3 synthesis over various Ru (1 w
activation energies of various Ru (1 wt%)-loaded catalysts for ammonia s

15078 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099
calcined in a horizontal tube furnace at 1000–1300 °C for 8 h in
a owing Ar atmosphere. Aer that, Li et al. reported another
direct and efficient route to fabricate C12A7:e− from the raw
materials of CaO, Al2O3 and Ca powders (Fig. 3b).44 The powders
of CaO, Al2O3 and Ca withmole ratios of (12− x):7 : xwith x= 0–
1.6 were mixed by a mechanical ball mill under an inert atmo-
sphere. The mixed powders were placed into a ceramic die and
sintered at 1000–1200 °C for 20 minutes in a 10−2 Pa vacuum
under a uniaxial pressure of 60 MPa using the SPS system, and
the Ne of the obtained C12A7:e− reaches 2 × 1021 cm−3. More-
over, Xiao et al. mixed stoichiometric C12H10Ca3O14 (calcium
citrate) and Al2O3 powder into a graphite mold and then placed
it into an SPS sintering system at 1000 °C for 5 minutes. A self-
reduction process is achieved by in situ formed CO gas inside
the graphite mold, avoiding the generation of impurities and
simplifying the synthesis process. The Ne of the obtained
C12A7:e− reaches 2 × 1021 cm−3.45

2.1.2 Electron donor for catalysis
2.1.2.1 Ammonia synthesis/decomposition. Ammonia

synthesis from N2 and H2 is regarded as one of the most
important catalytic reactions because NH3 is widely used for the
production of synthetic fertilizers and chemical raw materials
in the industry. Owing to the extremely large bond energy of
N^N bond, industrial ammonia synthesis of the Haber–Bosch
process with iron-based catalysts requires high temperature
(673–873 K) and high pressure (20–40 MPa).47 For transition
metal catalysts, N2 is xed to the metal through s bond dona-
tion, and then adsorbed N2 also accepts electrons to its anti-
bonding orbitals by p backdonation. This electron acceptance
process can be enhanced by electron donors, which promotes
the weakening of the N^N bond.

C12A7:e− comprises 3-dimensionally (3D) connected sub-
nanometer-sized cages, in which anionic electrons are incor-
porated as counter anions. The 3D connection of these cages
forms unique bands below the cage wall conduction band,
called the cage conduction band (CCB).48 Because electrons are
t%)-loaded catalysts at 400 °C and 0.1 MPa. (b) TOFs and apparent
ynthesis. Copyright 2012, Springer Nature.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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injected into this CCB, a low work function property emerges for
C12A7:e− material.37 In this context, Kitano et al. reported that
the C12A7:e− electride operates as an excellent electron donor
to promote transition metal Ru in catalytic ammonia
synthesis.49 Although the specic surface area of C12A7:e− is as
low as 1–2 m2 g−1, Ru-loaded C12A7:e− catalysts exhibit a high
NH3 synthesis rate of 8.2 mmol g−1 h−1, which is close to that of
the bench-marked catalyst of Cs–Ru/MgO (Fig. 4a). Compared
with other Ru-based catalysts, the extremely high turnover
Fig. 5 (a) Ammonia synthesis rate and (b) activation energy with Ru/C1
reaction mechanism for ammonia synthesis over Ru/C12A7:e−. Copyrigh
interface. Because the work function (f) of Ru is much higher than that
formed. When Ne is higher than Nc (critical concertation for metal–insu
Copyright 2021, Springer Nature.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
frequency (TOF) and relatively small activation energy indicate
that C12A7:e− greatly contributed to promoting Ru metal for
ammonia synthesis (Fig. 4b).

Because the catalytic performance of Ru/C12A7:e− strongly
depends on the electron donation ability that stems from the
unique electronic properties of C12A7:e−, Kanbara et al.
prepared a series of C12A7:e− powders with controlled electron
concentrations (Ne). The color of the samples was changed from
white to green and black as Ne increased from 0 to 2.0 × 1021
2A7:e− catalysts as a function of electron concentration. (c) Proposed
t 2015, American Chemical Society. (d) Energy barrier at Ru/C12A7:e−

of C12A7:e−, the contact with a Schottky barrier and a height of Df is
lator transition), electrons can pass through this barrier by tunneling.51

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099 | 15079
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cm−3. The reaction rate of ammonia synthesis over Ru/
C12A7:e− obviously increased with Ne above 0.5 × 1021 cm−3

and reached a plateau at 1.0 × 1021 cm−3 (Fig. 5a).50 Interest-
ingly, the correlation of the apparent activation energies (Ea)
with Ne has a similar trend to the relationship between the
ammonia formation rate and Ne, in which Ea of Ru/C12A7:e−

with Ne above 1.0 × 1021 cm−3 is almost half that of the catalyst
with Ne below 0.5× 1021 cm−3 (Fig. 5b). The electronic structure
of C12A7 with and without electrons is depicted in Fig. 5c.
Under low Ne condition, the electron transfer from C12A7:e− to
transition metal became difficult owing to the presence of an
interfacial Schottky barrier, resulting in an inferior catalytic
performance with signicantly elevated Ea. The metal–insulator
transition of C12A7:e− occurred at approximately 1.0 × 1021

cm−3, and the C12A7:e− with high Ne (2.3 × 1021 cm−3) showed
high conductivity (1500 S cm−1)25 and low work function (2.4
eV).37 Accordingly, smooth electron injection occurs from
C12A7:e− to Ru, which accounts for the low activation barrier of
N2 dissociation.

The electron-donation capability of C12A7:e− is experimen-
tally evidenced by Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra of
N2 adsorption. The vibrational peaks of N2 adsorption on Ru/
C12A7:e− are observed at lower wavenumbers than those on Ru/
C12A7:O2− and Ru/Al2O3 (Fig. 6a).49 This shi implies that the
N^N bond is signicantly weakened by the donated electrons
from C12A7:e− to the absorbed N2, resulting in a signicantly
suppressed energy barrier of N2 dissociation compared to other
conventional Ru-loaded catalysts. It is also noted that such
supported Ru metal is not subject to hydrogen poisoning owing
to the hydrogen storage capacity of C12A7:e−. The C12A7:e− can
capture hydrogen as H− ions in the cages through the reaction
of electrons with the spillover of hydrogen from the Ru surface
(H0 + e− / H−). The electrons are regenerated in the cages by
releasing H atoms from the cages: H− (cage)/H0 (release from
the cage) + e− (cage). This reversible e−–H− exchange reaction in
Ru/C12A7:e− effectively prevents hydrogen poisoning on the Ru
surface, which is also conrmed by temperature-programmed
absorption (TPA). Ru/CaO$Al2O3 without a positively charged
nanocage structure cannot absorb hydrogen, while Ru/
C12A7:O2− and Ru/C12A7:e− store hydrogen at 350–600 °C, and
Fig. 6 (a) Difference FT-IR spectra of N2 adsorbed on Ru/Al2O3, Ru/C12A
(b) H2-TPA and (c) Ar-TPD profiles of Ru/CaO$Al2O3, Ru/C12A7:O

2−, an

15080 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099
the hydrogen storage ability of Ru/C12A7:e− is about 4 times
higher compared to that of Ru/C12A7:O2− (Fig. 6b).52

Temperature-programmed desorption of H2 (H2-TPD) of these
catalysts aer ammonia synthesis demonstrates that only Ru/
C12A7:e− shows a clear peak for H2 desorption at 300–500 °C
(Fig. 6c), which indicates reversible e−–H− exchange during
ammonia synthesis.

The difference in the reaction mechanism of NH3 synthesis
between Ru/C12A7:e− and conventional catalysts is illustrated
in Fig. 7.52 In conventional catalysts, N2 and H2 molecules are
dissociated on the surface of transition metal through a Lang-
muir–Hinshelwood mechanism, where the energy barrier of N2

dissociation (Edis) is the highest among all elementary steps.
Therefore, the N2 cleavage is regarded as the rate-determining
step (RDS) (Fig. 7a). In contrast, the NH3 synthesis rate of Ru/
C12A7:e− is not limited by this step because of the enhanced N2

dissociation on Ru facilitated by electron injection from
C12A7:e−. Accordingly, the RDS shied from N2 dissociation to
the formation of N–Hn species (Fig. 7b).

The C12A7:e− support can also boost NH3 synthesis over the
cobalt (Co) catalyst (Fig. 8a).53 According to the scaling rela-
tionship of NH3 synthesis proposed by Nørskov et al., Co metal
is not considered an optimal metal for dissociative N2 adsorp-
tion.54 Generally, harsh reaction conditions are required for Co-
based catalysts in NH3 synthesis, and the apparent activation
energies are oen as high as 90–110 kJ mol−1. In contrast, Co/
C12A7:e− promotes the N2 activation with a low activation
energy (ca. 50 kJ mol−1) even under relatively mild conditions,
which is similar to those of state-of-the art Co catalysts, such as
Co3Mo3N, LaCoSi, and Co–LiH (40–60 kJ mol−1). As shown in
Fig. 8b, the activity of Co/MgO is unsatisfactory despite the
addition of the Cs promoter. In sharp contrast to other oxide
support materials, Co(2.6 wt%)/C12A7:e− exhibits high catalytic
activity, and the reaction rate is an order of magnitude higher
than the other Co catalysts. The initial temperature for NH3

generation over Co/C12A7:e− is ∼200 °C lower than that for the
Co/C12A7:O2− catalyst. The high performance of the Co/
C12A7:e− catalyst is attributed to the electron donation power of
C12A7:e− with a low WF (2.4 eV), which enables N2 cleavage at
Co metal at low temperatures. This study again emphasizes that
7:O2−, and Ru/C12A7:e− at −170 °C. Copyright 2012, Springer Nature.
d Ru/C12A7:e−. Copyright 2015, Springer Nature.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 7 Reaction mechanism and energy diagram for NH3 synthesis on (a) conventional catalyst and (b) Ru/C12A7:e− catalyst. Copyright 2015,
Springer Nature.

Fig. 8 (a) Reactionmechanism for NH3 synthesis on Co/C12A7:e− catalyst. (b) Temperature dependence of NH3 synthesis rate for the supported
Co catalysts. Reaction conditions: WHSV, 18 000 mL g−1 h−1; pressure, 0.1 MPa. Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.
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electron injection from C12A7:e− plays an important role in the
promotion of transition metals that catalyze ammonia
synthesis.

In the NH3 decomposition reaction, it is generally accepted
that the RDS is the associative desorption of N adatoms from
the metal surface. Hayashi et al. reported a facile NH3 decom-
position on Ru-loaded C12A7:e− electride with a low activation
energy (Fig. 9).55 They attributed the high catalytic performance
of Ru/C12A7:e− to the low work function feature of C12A7:e−

electride. On the traditional Ru surface, the 2p-orbital of N
interacts with the d-orbital of Ru at the Fermi level (EF). The
anti-bonding orbital (Ru–N* orbital) of the Ru–N bond is far
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
away from EF (+3 eV), and the bond orbital is about 5.5 eV below
EF. On the Ru/C12A7:e− surface, driven by the difference in the
work function between Ru and C12A7:e−, the electrons in the
CCB state of C12A7:e− can transfer to Ru, raising the EF of Ru
metal relative to the N 2p orbitals. Consequently, in Ru/
C12A7:e−, the state of the Ru–N* orbital becomes much closer
to EF compared with that of bare Ru metal, enabling a favored
electron injection into the Ru–N* orbital (Fig. 9b). Thus, the
activation and cleavage of the Ru–N bond is signicantly
promoted over Ru/C12A7:e−, achieving efficient NH3 decom-
position under mild conditions.
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099 | 15081
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2.1.2.2 Selective hydrogenation of a, b-unsaturated aldehydes.
Chemoselective hydrogenation is a powerful tool for achieving
a controlled reduction in various organic compounds. Tuning
the electronic structure of metal catalysts, also known as elec-
tronic metal–support interactions (EMSI), is considered an
efficient strategy to improve catalytic performance.56 Because of
the strong electron donation power of C12A7:e−, the electronic
structure of the loaded active metal can be easily manipulated
through the role of EMSI, thereby controlling the adsorption
and activation of the substrates that determine the overall
activity and selectivity.

Our group reported that Ru–Fe alloy nanoparticles deposited
on C12A7:e− electride enabled the highly efficient selective
hydrogenation of a,b-unsaturated aldehydes.57 Ru–Fe alloys are
formed on C12A7:e− surface, and both Fe and Ru are homo-
geneously distributed in the nanoparticles (Fig. 10a). For the
hydrogenation of a,b-unsaturated aldehydes, high selectivity
and activity of the unsaturated alcohol product is difficult to
achieve because of the thermodynamically favored hydrogena-
tion of the C]C bond. Thus, conventional hydrogenation
catalysts of Pt, Pd, and Ru preferentially produce saturated
aldehydes. In the C12A7:e− electride catalyst, the electronic
nature of the Ru–Fe nanoparticles can be modied by the
electron donation of C12A7:e−, leading to a remarkable increase
Fig. 9 (a) Energy profiles for dissociative N2 adsorption and recombinativ
showing how the Ru–N bond is weakened on Ru/C12A7:e−. Ef and Evac
denotes the electron-filled states. (c) Temperature dependence of NH3 d
C12A7:e−;B, Ru/C12A7:O2−; blue dots, Ru–Cs/MgO;:, Ru/CaO;,, Ru
over Ru/C12A7:e− (red dots), Ru/C12A7:O2− (B), Ru–Cs/MgO (blue dot

15082 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099
in the selectivity of unsaturated alcohol. It is noted that the
selectivity of unsaturated alcohol increases with the enhanced
Ne of C12A7:e

−, which suggests that the hydrogenation process
strongly depends on the electronic properties of C12A7:e−

support (Fig. 10b). The electron donation capabilities of
C12A7:e− was conrmed by diffuse reectance infrared Fourier
transform (DRIFT) spectroscopy using CO as a probe molecule
(Fig. 10c). Compared with the linear Ru0–CO (2050 cm−1) peak
of Ru–Fe/C12A7:O2−, a clear redshi is identied in Ru–Fe/
C12A7:e− (2020 cm−1), implying that the C^O bond on Ru–Fe/
C12A7:e− is weakened by electrons, which provides evidence for
the strong electronic modication of C12A7:e− electride.

The possible reaction mechanism of the selective hydroge-
nation process on Ru–Fe/C12A7:e− is shown in Fig. 10d. The
electron-rich Ru–Fe surface repels the C]C bond via the
repulsive interaction between metal d-orbitals and C]C bonds,
favoring a vertical adsorption conguration via the C]O bond.
Moreover, the Fe site also operates as an electrophilic site,
which enables the attraction of the C]O bond via the lone
electron pair of the oxygen atom, resulting in the weakening of
the C]O bond. Therefore, the selective hydrogenation of C]O
bonds is preferred even in the presence of C]C bonds.

2.1.2.3 CO oxidation reaction. The investigation of C12A7:e−

as an electron donor is mainly carried out in reductive
e N2 desorption on Ru/C12A7:e− and Ru metals. (b) Schematic diagram
denote the Fermi and vacuum levels, respectively, where blue shading
ecomposition activity for various Ru-supported catalysts: red dots, Ru/
/Al2O3; andP, Ru–K/C. (d) Arrhenius plots of NH3 decomposition rate
s), and Ru–K/C (P). Copyright 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 10 (a) High-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy HAADF-STEM images of Ru–Fe/C12A7:e−. (b) Cinna-
maldehyde hydrogenation selectivity with Ru–Fe loaded C12A7:e−/O2− catalysts as a function of electron concentration. (c) Difference DRIFTS
spectra for adsorption of CO onto Ru/C12A7:O2−, Ru–Fe/C12A7:O2−, Ru/C12A7:e−, and Ru–Fe/C12A7:e− at ∼170 °C under 5 kPa of CO. (d) The
possible pathway for chemoselective hydrogenation of a, b-unsaturated aldehydes over Ru–Fe/C12A7:e−. Copyright 2016, Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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atmospheres. Interestingly, C12A7:e− is stable in oxidative
atmospheres up to 300 °C, which implies that C12A7:e− can also
function as an electron donor under oxidative atmospheres
below 300 °C.42 Therefore, Ru nanoparticles on C12A7:e− have
higher oxidation resistance than those on conventional oxide
supports.58 As expected, C12A7:e− supported Ru catalysts
exhibited high and stable catalytic activity for CO oxidation
reaction.59 It is generally accepted that O2 molecules are
adsorbed on the support, such as Au/TiO2, and then the reac-
tion proceeds through the lattice oxygen-mediated Mars–van
Krevelen (MvK) mechanism.60 Additionally, CO oxidation can be
promoted by the EMSI of the metal–support interface of the
reducible oxide-supported metal catalysts.61

The CO oxidation reaction over Ru/C12A7:e− is initiated at
∼70 °C, which is obviously lower than that of Ru/C12A7:O2−

(Fig. 11a).59 Ru/C12A7:e− shows similar catalytic activity to Ru/
TiO2 but withmuch-suppressed activation energy (Ea) (Fig. 11b),
and the CO conversion reached 100% at around 140 °C, even
though with a smaller surface area of Ru/C12A7:e− (∼1 m2 g−1)
compared with Ru/TiO2 (54 m2 g−1). The high catalytic perfor-
mance of Ru/C12A7:e− is mainly attributed to the high electron
donation power of the C12A7:e− support. As shown in Fig. 11c,
reducible oxides, such as TiO2, rather than nonreducible
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
supports (e.g., Al2O3), facilitate CO oxidation over the active
transition metal, in which lattice oxygen near the metal is also
involved in the formation of CO2 and is subsequently recovered
by gas-phase O2 (MvK mechanism).60

However, CO oxidation over Ru/C12A7:e− does not proceed
through the MvK mechanism because the framework oxygens
are difficult to remove below 700 °C.10 As shown in Fig. 11d, CO
and O2 molecules are adsorbed on the Ru surface, and O2 is
immediately cleaved into oxygen adatoms. The rate-
determining step of CO oxidation over Ru catalysts is well
accepted as the formation of the CO–O bond.62 In C12A7:e−

catalyst, the energy barrier of this step is signicantly sup-
pressed by the electride character as follows: the anionic elec-
trons are injected from C12A7:e− to Ru, enabling the charge
transfer from Ru d-orbitals to the 2p* antibonding orbitals of
CO. Consequently, the C–O bond is weakened with the forma-
tion of Cd+–Od− species. The electronic interaction between
C12A7:e− and Ru also favors the generation of negatively
charged O adatoms (Od− species). Hence, the association reac-
tion of Cd+–Od− and Od− species results in high catalytic activity
for CO oxidation with low Ea.

2.1.2.4 Cross-coupling reactions. The cross-coupling reaction
is one of the most practiced classes of catalytic C–C bond
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099 | 15083
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Fig. 11 (a) Catalytic activity for CO oxidation over various supported Ru catalysts. (b) TOFs and activation energies of the tested Ru catalysts. (c
and d) Reaction pathways for CO oxidation on (c) Ru/TiO2 and (d) Ru/C12A7:e−. Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
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formation. Because of the high activation barriers of the
substrates associated with the rate-limiting elementary step,
most cross-coupling reactions, especially those run over
heterogeneous Pd catalysts, strongly rely on electron-rich Pd
active sites.63 C12A7:e− electride is an ideal support for
achieving electron-rich Pd species because of its unique elec-
tronic properties associated with high carrier density and low
work function (LWF). However, C12A7:e− cannot be applied to
aqueous reactions owing to its water sensitivity. Moreover, the
extremely low specic surface area of C12A7:e− restricts the
dispersion of Pd metal.

Recently, our group designed a multistep electron transfer
process through an intermediate graphene layer over an elec-
tride composite material, Pd/Gr/C12A7:e−, in which nanometric
Pd clusters were highly dispersed on graphene encapsulated
C12A7:e− electride (Fig. 12a).64 The graphene layer serves as an
excellent electron transport medium, promoting electron
transfer from the internal C12A7:e− electride through external
Pd active sites to the aryl halide substrates. The multistep
electron transfer process on the Pd/Gr/C12A7:e− catalyst was
supported by performing Raman and XPS experiments, in
which a blue shi of the G-band of the Gr layer (Fig. 12b) as well
as a lower energy shi of the Pd 3d peak (Fig. 12c) emerged aer
the addition of C12A7:e−. The electron transfer process is
illustrated in Fig. 12d. C12A7:e− electride with a low work
function (FWF = 2.4 eV) is considered an electron donor for Gr
(FWF = 5.0 eV), leading to an electron transfer from C12A7:e− to
Gr. Because of the comparable work functions of Gr (FWF = 5.0
eV) and Pd (FWF = 5.1 eV), the electron ows smoothly between
Gr and Pd, allowing for negatively charged Pd species. Conse-
quently, this composite material host has a strong electron
donating ability associated with both highly dispersed and
15084 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099
negatively charged Pd species, affording Suzuki cross-coupling
reactions with over 20 times higher turnover frequencies and
∼30% reduced activation energies compared to previously
studied Pd-based catalysts (Fig. 12e). Impressively, the catalyst
can also trigger various carbon–carbon cross-coupling reac-
tions, such as Suzuki, Sonogashira, Stille, Hiyama and Heck
coupling, with high activities.

It has also been reported that the Gr layer protects C12A7:e−

electride against water. A Suzuki coupling reaction was per-
formed over Pd/Gr/C12A7:e− powder with and without water-
impregnation. The reaction rate remained almost unchanged,
and the black color of the sample also remained (Fig. 12f). In
the absence of a protective layer of Gr, the catalytic activity of the
Pd/C12A7:e− catalyst was obviously degraded aer water
impregnation, and the sample color became light grey, which is
associated with the transformation of the related Ca and Al
hydrates. Mechanistic studies have demonstrated that the
highly negatively charged Pd sites induce electron injection into
the antibonding orbitals of C-X (X = I, Br), thus promoting the
activation of aryl halides with various coupling partners under
mild conditions.

2.1.2.5 Electrochemical reactions. Because of its metallic
nature and small work function properties, C12A7:e− is also
used as a novel cathode material in important electrochemical
reactions. Li et al. reported the electrochemical transformation
of the hydroxylation of p-(methylthio)-phenylboronic acid into
p-(methylthio)phenol using C12A7:e− as an electrode.65

Compared with traditional Pt and glassy carbon (GC) electrodes,
the C12A7:e− electrode showed a signicantly higher cathodic
current for producing superoxide ions. Accordingly, the yield of
p-(methylthio)phenol over the C12A7:e− electrode was as high
as 90%, outperforming Pt (65%) and GC (79%) electrodes.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 12 (a) Representative SEM image of the Pd/Gr/C12A7:e− composite catalyst. Inset schematic illustration of the structure of Pd/Gr/C12A7:e−.
(b) Raman spectra of Pd/Gr/C12A7:e− and Pd/Gr. The G-mode shift is magnifified in the inset. (c) XPS spectra of Pd 3d in Pd/Gr/C12A7:e−. The
grey dashed line represents the binding energy of the reference Pd metal with a zero valence state. (d) Comparison of the Fermi level in the
C12A7:e− electride, Gr and Pdmetal. Blue arrows indicate the direction of electron transfer fromC12A7:e− to Gr and Pdmetals. (e) Reaction rates
and TOFs for the coupling of iodobenzene and phenylboronic acid over Pd/Gr/C12A7:e−, Pd/Gr, Pd/C12A7:e− and Pd/C12A7:O2− catalysts. (f)
Reaction rates over fresh and water-impregnated (IM) Pd/Gr/C12A7:e− and Pd/C12A7:e− for the coupling of iodobenzene and phenylboronic
acid with photographs of the corresponding catalyst powders. Copyright 2023, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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In addition to the hydroxylation of arylboronic acid, Li et al.
also found that C12A7:e− electrode shows good affinity to CO2

and the inhibition of CO2 reduction, which is favored for the
monocarboxylation of various olens.66 In galvanostatic elec-
trolysis under a CO2 atmosphere, the monocarboxylic products
were obtained with a higher yield (91%) than those at Pt (9%)
and GC (32%) electrodes. Cyclic voltammetric analysis, together
with galvanostatic electrolysis, demonstrated that the olen was
rst reduced at the cathode to generate radical anion and then
reacted with adsorbed CO2 immediately to form the corre-
sponding monocarboxylic products.

Regarding the applications of C12A7:e− in electrochemical
transformations, researchers have recently turned their atten-
tion to the development of high-efficiency oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) electrocatalysts. Khan et al. developed Sn-doped
C12A7:e− composite material and applied it to a highly active
and durable electrocatalyst in the ORR.67 Both the onset
potential and current density of Sn-doped C12A7:e− are similar
to commercial Pt/C catalysts. Not limited to electrocatalysis, the
application of C12A7:e− in the eld of photocatalysis is also
studied by Hu et al.68 They reported C12A7:e− as an electron
promoter to P25 in a hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) from
water through the photocatalysis process. The H2 production
rate reached 663 mmol h−1 g−1, which was 43.9 times higher
than that of pure P25. Mechanistic studies indicated that the
introduction of C12A7:e− promoted the efficient separation of
photogenerated electron–hole pairs of P25, resulting in the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
formation of a built-in electric eld from P25 to C12A7:e− owing
to the work function difference. The above electrocatalysis
reactions are conducted in the aqueous phase. However, it is
noteworthy that the crystal structure of C12A7:e− is not stable in
water and slowly decomposes to form a Ca–Al–O–OH gel as an
aluminous cement, leading to the release of anionic electrons.
Therefore, we consider that the crystal and electronic structures
of C12A7:e− aer aqueous reactions should be identied care-
fully through detailed characterization.

Summarizing these encouraging advances, one may perceive
that for C12A7:e−-based catalysts, the electronic structure
modication of the loaded active metal via strong electron
donation power of C12A7:e− support creates a scenario to alter
the bonding geometry and electronic nature of the reacting
species, which is critical for the improvement of both activity
and selectivity of heterogeneous metal-loaded catalysis.

2.1.3 Reductive reagent
2.1.3.1 Pinacol coupling reaction of aldehydes. In an aqueous

medium, electrons are released from C12A7:e− electride by the
decomposition of the Ca–Al–O framework in solution. Thus,
C12A7:e− electride can be viewed as a solid form of solvated
electrons. It can not only be used as an efficient support in
catalysis, but the electrons of its framework can also operate as
a reducing reagent in organic synthesis. In 2007, Buchamma-
gari et al. rst used C12A7:e− as a reductive reagent for the
pinacol coupling of aromatic aldehydes.69 When C12A7:e− and
benzaldehyde are mixed in water, C12A7:e− electride gradually
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099 | 15085
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Fig. 13 (a) The C12A7:e− electride was employed for a pinacol coupling reaction in aqueous media. The Ca–Al–O gel formed by the destruction
of the crystal structure of the C12A7:e− by water media played a key role in transferring the electron to electrophilic aldehydes. (b) Scheme of
a possible mechanism for pinacol coupling mediated by C12A7:e−. Copyright 2007, American Chemical Society.
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dissolves, and the black powder transforms into a white gel. The
white gel is hydrolyzed by hydrochloric acid aqueous solution
and then extracted with Et2O to produce 1,2-diphenylethylene-
glycol (Fig. 13a).

Aer the reaction with water, a gel layer is formed on the
surface of C12A7:e−, which is similar to the hydrolysis of
aluminous cement. A plausible mechanism for the pinacol
coupling promoted by the C12A7:e− is shown in Fig. 13b. The
carbonyl group of the aldehyde accepts the electrons released
from the decomposed C12A7:e−. The formed anion radicals are
concentrated at the surface and coordinated to the surface Ca2+

or Al3+ cations (2). Aer that, two coordinated anion radicals
undergo a dimerization reaction to form a pinacolate dianion
(A). The dimerization of the anion radical coordinated with the
metal forms the pinacolate dianion (A). Moreover, dianion (B)
may also be formed by the one-electron reduction of (2). A
nucleophilic addition of dianion (B) to the carbonyl group of
aldehydes also yields A. Both pathways enable the formation of
C–C bonds in the pinacol coupling reactions.

2.1.3.2 Reduction and oxidation of ketones. Inspired by the
water-mediated pinacol coupling reaction over C12A7:e−, Kim
et al. reported the utilization of C12A7:e− electride as an elec-
tron source for the chemoselective oxidation and reduction of
ketones in water (Fig. 14a).70 The selectivity of the reaction can
15086 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099
be controlled by the radical species of the transient intermedi-
ates. This controlled process is achieved by the reaction of the
electrons of C12A7:e− with diketone or O2, which leads to the
formation of ketene dianions and superoxide radicals, respec-
tively. Water plays two important roles in chemoselective reac-
tions: one is the release of anionic electrons by reacting with
C12A7:e−, and the other is the electron solvation by water
molecules mediated by transferring the anionic electrons to the
substrates. The evolution of hydrogen gas demonstrated water
splitting by electrons. Then, chemoselective reduction and
oxidation are controlled by the electron transfer pathway.

As shown in Fig. 14b, in the reduction reaction, 1,2-diketone
accepted two electrons from the solvated electron by water. Aer
that, the two ketyl radical anions of 1,2-diketone quickly convert
to enediol dianions via a radical dimerization process. The
enediol dianion is protonated by a protic solvent, subsequently
forming an enediol intermediate that undergoes tautomeriza-
tion to generate a-hydroxy ketone. In the oxidation reaction, the
electrons are rst transferred to the oxygen molecule to facili-
tate the formation of superoxide radicals. These superoxide
radical anions then react with benzil, resulting in the formation
of a-peroxy ketone intermediate. It is also proposed that the
utilization of electrides may be an alternative to the pulse
radiolysis of water in synthetic chemistry.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 14 Strategies for the chemoselective reduction and oxidation of 1,2-diketones using the C12A7:e− electride. (a) The chemoselective
reduction and oxidation of benzil using the C12A7:e− electride. (b) Schematic illustration of the chemoselective reduction and oxidation of benzil
by controlling the electron transfer pathway to benzil or O2 via the release of electrons from the C12A7:e− electride via hydrolysis as well as the
possible solvation of electrons by water molecules. Copyright 2015, Springer Nature.
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2.1.3.3 CO2 reduction. Because CO2 is an important green-
house gas, the conversion of CO2 into useful chemicals, such as
CO, provides a highly promising way for sustainable develop-
ment. Because of the nonpolar and linear double bonds of CO2

molecules, the activation of CO2 normally requires either harsh
conditions or active reducing agents. Toda et al. reported that
CO2 can be split by C12A7:e− at room temperature, in which
a high concentration of localized electrons in the near-surface
Fig. 15 (a) Geometrical configurations of a CO2 molecule adsorbed on
C12A7:e− surface after 2 L of exposure to CO2 at RT with the proposed
curves were calibrated using sensitivity factors. Copyright 2013, Springe

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
region and a corrugation of the C12A7 surface can trap O
atoms as well as strain CO and CO2 molecules.71

On C12A7:e− surface, the cage structures are occupied by
anionic electrons, which also serve as anchor sites for trapping
CO2 and CO. Because the surface of C12A7 is corrugated, there
are ve possible congurations of the molecule adsorption: (1)
physisorbed CO2, (2) bent CO2

d−, (3) tridentate CO2 and (4, 5)
dissociated CO + O (Fig. 15a). In the TPD measurement
C12A7:e− surface. (b) TPD curves of all desorption products from the
CO2 desorption and decomposition sequence. The intensities of the

r Nature.
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Fig. 16 Themodel for the desorption of oxygen radicals (O−, O2
−, and

O2
2−) in C12A7. Copyright 2004, American Chemical Society.
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(Fig. 15b), physisorbed CO2 and CO started to desorb at 350 and
400 K, respectively. At temperatures above 400 K, a small
amount of CO2 desorption stemmed from partial CO and O
recombination. Moreover, this recombination is restrained
above 700 K owing to O atom desorption. At temperatures above
1100 K, the total physisorbed CO2 and most of the CO leave the
surface. Additionally, the deep trapped CO2 (tridentate cong-
uration) is decomposed, causing a rapid increase in CO and O
desorption. Because reductive species, such as metallic alkali or
alkaline earth metals or harsh reaction conditions, are not
required, C12A7:e− is considered a promising reducing agent
for CO2 activation and splitting.

2.2. O− and O2
− substitution

Oxygen usually exists as a divalent anion O2− in oxide crystals.
There are a few cases where oxygen forms active species, such as
O−, O2

−, and O2
2−, because these active oxygen species are

highly unstable and difficult to obtain in large quantities,
especially for O− with extremely strong oxidation power.70,72 If
a material can store a large amount of active oxygen species in
a chemically and thermally stable form, it is expected to exhibit
unique chemical properties. C12A7 has a positively charged
framework [Ca24Al28O64]

4+ that possesses 12 interconnected
nanocages with a diameter of ca. 0.4 nm, providing opportu-
nities to store various anions. Normally, O2− counter anions
occupy the cages of C12A7 (C12A7:O2−).9 These encaged O2− can
be substituted by active oxygen species (O− and O2

−), resulting
in stable storage of these active oxygen species in the cage of the
C12A7. Thus, it is anticipated that the obtained C12A7:O− and
C12A7:O2

− exhibit great performance in some important
chemical reactions.

2.2.1 Preparation method. Generally, the active oxygen
species are created on the surface of solid oxides using energetic
photons, such as X-ray irradiation.73 However, in C12A7, the active
oxygen species can be obtained simply through a solid-state
reaction of stoichiometric CaCO3 and g-Al2O3 in an oxidative
atmosphere.11,12,34,74–78 In 1987, Hosono et al. reported the presence
of the active oxygen species (O2

−) in C12A7 crystal.74 Aer that,
Hayashi et al. found that high oxygen partial pressure favors the
formation of active oxygen species, especially O− 12. The dry
oxygen (pO2 = 1 atm, pH2O = 6 × 10−5 atm) treated C12A7
contains a large amount of O− and O2

− with anionic concentra-
tions of 2× 1020 cm−3 and 4× 1020 cm−3, respectively. Then, they
treated C12A7 in pressurized oxygen up to 400 atm and found that
the concentrations of the incorporated O2

− and O− can be
elevated to 1.7 × 1021 cm−3, which corresponds to ca. three-
fourths of the theoretical maximum.11 The concentrations of O−

and O2
− are comparable in C12A7, and the formationmechanism

can be explained using the following equations: molecular O2

diffuses into the lattice and accepts an electron from the free O2−

ion:

O2 (atmosphere) / O2 (cage)

O2− (cage) + O2 (cage) / O− (cage) + O2
− (cage)
15088 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099
Matsuishi et al. observed the hyperne splitting of O2
− in

a C12A7 single crystal with the treatment of 17O2 at 550 °C,
providing solid evidence that encaged O2

− derived from gaseous
O2 in the atmosphere.77

Yang et al. studied the formation mechanism of active
oxygen species in C12A7, including O−, O2

−, and O2
2−.75 For

O2
2−, it may be formed via the reaction of O2 with the engaged

free oxygen:

2O2− (cage) + O2 (cage) / 2O2
2− (cage)

or via the combination of two O−:

2O− (cage) / O2
2− (cage)

These oxygen species in C12A7 become mobile and can be
desorbed at above 600 °C. When heating C12A7 in O2 at
temperatures higher than 400 °C, these oxygen species can also
be regenerated. The desorption of oxygen species occurs in
a manner that reverses the formation processes (Fig. 16).

2.2.2 Oxidative reaction
2.2.2.1 Super oxidative property. Hayashi et al. reported that

the O−-encaged C12A7 exhibits superior oxidative reactivity, which
can even oxidize the precious metal Pt.12 As shown in Fig. 17a, O−-
encaged C12A7 was attached to a plate of Pt metal, and the plate
was annealed at 1350 °C in wet and dry oxygen (Fig. 17a). The O−-
encaged C12A7 contacted area became brown in dry oxygen, while
the wet oxygen treated one remained colorless. The subsequent
XPS characterization veried the presence of the tetravalent state
of Pt(VI) (Fig. 17b), indicating that Pt metal could be oxidized by
oxygen radicals embedded in C12A7 during dry oxygen treatment.

2.2.2.2 Partial oxidation of methane. Owing to the increasing
awareness of human environmental protection, clean energy,
such as hydrogen, is urgently needed. The partial oxidation of
methane is regarded as a potential route to obtaining
hydrogen.79–81 Compared with methane reformed by steam and
CO2, methane oxidation reaction is thermodynamically much
favored. Moreover, the ratio of the product, which is 2 : 1 for H2

and CO, exactly matches the feed ratio for Fischer–Tropsch
syntheses (Fig. 18a).82 The high oxidative properties and
controlled oxygen radicals offer C12A7 a special ability for the
oxidation of methane.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 17 (a) Photographs of the C12A7 ceramics sintered in wet air (left)
and dry oxygen (right). (b) XPS spectra for the brown-colored area (red
line) and the uncolored area (black line). Inset is the difference
between the two spectra. Copyright 2002, American Chemical
Society.
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In 2004, Yang et al. reported various transition metals, such
as Ni, Co, Pt, Pd and Ru, supported C12A7 are efficient in the
partial oxidation of methane.83 Through the investigation of the
metal type, reaction temperature and space velocity, Pt/C12A7
and Ni/C12A7 are the optimal catalysts for the reaction, which
offered a relatively high selectivity and stability even under mild
conditions (Fig. 18b–d). They attributed the counterintuitive
high activity of the C12A7 catalyst to two factors: (1) the unique
surface cages of C12A7 allow for high dispersion of metal; (2)
the active oxygen species of C12A7 ensure a high coke resistance
ability.

2.2.2.3 Steam reforming of bio-oil.Hydrogen is regarded as an
ideal green energy carrier, and the main route of hydrogen
products is the catalytic steam reforming of fossil fuels, such as
natural gas, oil-derived naphtha, partial oxidation of heavy oils,
and coal gasication.84–86 The production of a large amount of
Fig. 18 (a) Three routes of CH4 oxidation. (b) Conversion of CH4 partial
space velocity: 5% Ni/C12A7; 5% Co/C12A7; 1% Pt/C12A7; 1% Pd/C12A7
catalysts supported on different supports at 800 °C as a function of space
(d): 5% Ni/CaO; 5% Ni/C3A; 5% Ni/CA; 5% Ni/C12A7; and 5% Ni/a-Al2O3

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
carbon dioxide causes serious environmental issues. The devel-
opment of clean alternatives to produce hydrogen has attracted
considerable attention. As an environmental and renewable
source, biomass is widely accepted as a promising rawmaterial for
hydrogen production.87,88 The most efficient route for the gener-
ation of hydrogen from biomass should be catalytic steam
reforming of bio-oil with the combination of a water gas shi
reaction (Fig. 19a).89

Wang et al. reported a group of early transition metals sup-
ported C12A7:O− catalysts (C12A7:O−/M, M = Mg, K, and Ce),
which can be employed to promote hydrogen production from
bio-oil.90 Based on the detailed investigation of the loaded metal
types and reaction conditions, it is found that the hydrogen yield
over the C12A7:O−/18% Mg catalyst was as high as 80% with
a carbon conversion of nearly 100% (Fig. 19b and c). They
attributed the high catalytic performance of C12A7:O−/18%Mg to
the incorporated O− species, in which O− promotes the formation
of OH− and effectively suppresses carbon deposition.

2.2.2.4 Formation of phenol. As one of the most important
chemical rawmaterials, the annual global demand for phenol is
approximately 10 million tons. Generally, a multi-stage cumene
process is required to synthesize phenol in industry, resulting
in a certain amount of co-production of acetone and by-
products, such as n-propylbenzene and diisopropylbenzene.91

It is well known that the active oxygen from the decomposition
of nitrous oxide plays a key role in phenol formation.92

Conventionally, the generation of active oxygen needs to
undergo a complex and costly process using energetic
irradiations.73

Inspired by the unique behavior of O− storage and emission
in C12A7, Dong et al. reported a direct synthesis of phenol
through the hydroxylation of benzene by O− and OH− anions of
C12A7.93 As shown in Fig. 20a, O− species incorporated in
C12A7 were regarded as the active species for the initial
conversion of benzene (C6H6 + O− / C6H5 + OH−). Aer that,
the as-produced C6H5 reacts with OH− to form C6H5OH

−

intermediate species. Finally, phenol can be released by
a detachment process (C6H5OH

− / C6H5OH + e−). The atomic
efficiency of such processes is quite high, and the selectivity of
phenol reaches nearly 100% (Fig. 20b and c).
oxidation to syngas over promoted C12A7 at 800 °C as a function of
; and 1% Ru/C12A7. (c and d) CH4 partial oxidation to syngas over Ni
velocity (c) and as a function of a mole fraction of Al2O3 in the supports
. Copyright 2004, Elsevier.
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Fig. 19 (a) Steam reforming of biomass. The hydrogen yield (b) and (c) carbon conversion from the catalytic steam reforming of the bio-oil were
measured as a function of temperature over various catalysts. Copyright 2007, Elsevier.
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2.2.3 Reduction reaction
2.2.3.1 Selective N2O removal. N2O, an undesired byproduct

but unavoidable emission in the industry reaching about 4
million tons per year, causes serious environmental issues, such
as photochemical oxidation, acid rain, and climate deteriora-
tion.94 To reduce the emission of N2O, catalytic decomposition
is one of the most cost-effective solutions. An anionic redox
mechanism initiated by oxygen atom transfer was proposed for
N2O decomposition.95 It comprises two principal reaction steps:
N–O bond breaking with the oxygen atom transfer to the surface
and the formation of the peroxy intermediate (N2O + Osurf

2− /

N2 + O2surf
2−). The O–O bond can be formed by the recombi-

nation of oxygen atoms via the surface diffusion of peroxy
species (2O2surf

2− / 2Osurf
2− + O2). Because of the key role of

the oxygen anions, C12A7 with the excellent storage capacity of
active oxygen anions is expected to show great potential in N2O
decomposition.

Ruszak et al. employed C12A7 as a catalyst for the N2O
decomposition process.96 The trapped active oxygen species in
C12A7 were identied by electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) and Raman spectra (Fig. 21a). It is proposed that the
transfer of oxygen species from the cage sites to the surface at
high temperatures plays a key role in the decomposition of N2O.
The abundant surface active oxygen promoted the abstract of
oxygen from N2O. The conversion of the decomposed nitrous
oxide reached ca. 90% upon 1150 K (Fig. 21b and c).

2.2.3.2 NOx reduction. The selective catalytic reductions
(SCRs) of NOx by ammonia (4NO + 4NH3 + O2 / 4N2 + 6H2O) or
hydrocarbons (NO + hydrocarbons / N2 + CO2 + H2O) are well-
Fig. 20 (a) Synthesis of phenol using the O− and OH− anions in C12A7 to
temperature, and (c) stability of the catalyst with reactant mixture. Copy

15090 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099
known approaches for reducing the emission of vehicle
exhaust.97 However, the SCR route requires accurate control of
the stoichiometric of ammonia and hydrocarbons. For the NOx

storage/reduction (NSR) route, NOx can be stored in the catalyst
during the oxygen lean period. Moreover, under oxygen-rich
conditions, the encaged NOx is decomposed and subsequently
reduced to nitrogen.98 To date, Ba-based catalysts are the most
effective for NSR. However, it is easy to react with the sulfur
impurity in real exhaust gases, which forms stable sulfates and
inhibits the reaction, leading to the deactivation of the cata-
lysts.99 Based on the storage and emission capacities of the
active O− species of C12A7, Gao et al. developed a new NSR
catalyst of K-doped C12A7:O−, in which the engaged O− can
react with adsorbed NO and transform to NO3

− and/or NO2
−,

avoiding the formation of stable sulfates.100 The NOx conversion
of K-doped C12A7:O− can reach nearly 80% with the selectivity
of N2 approaching 100%.
2.3. H− substitution

Hydrogen can operate as both an electron donor and acceptor
owing to its medium electronegativity, and the charge states of
hydrogen can be divided into H+ (proton), H0 (atomic
hydrogen), and H− (hydride ion). The properties of hydrogen
with different charge states quite differ from each other.
Compared with H+ and H0, H− ions have rarely been investi-
gated because of the instability of hydride ions. Interestingly,
the positively charged sub-nano-cages of C12A7 provide
a unique structure for stabilizing H− ions and forming
C12A7:H−.
directly hydroxylate the aromatic ring of benzene. (b) Effect of reaction
right 2005, Royal Society of Chemistry.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 21 (a) Spectroscopic characterization of extra-framework anions present in mayenite. EPR spectrum of Ox
− species (solid line) and the

simulated component signals of O− and O2
− radicals (dashed lines) (top). Raman spectra of O2

2− (left down) and OH− cage species (right down).
(b) Catalytic screening of N2O decomposition performed in a pilot plant at 1070 and 1150 K using a real process gas feed. The bars represent the
N2O and NO (light grey) and NO2 (dark grey) compositions in the inlet and outlet of the reactor. (c) TPSR profiles for N2O decomposition tests
performed on a laboratory scale over mayenite along with the associated N2 and O2 lines (top). The dotted line represents the blank experiment,
whereas in the insert, the kinetic fit (black dotted line) to the experimental data (white dots) is shown. The NO line with the temperature profile
was used in all the TPSR experiments (down). Copyright 2008, Springer Nature.
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2.3.1 Preparation method. The H−-encaged C12A7 can be
synthesized by either indirect or direct methods. The indirect
synthesis of H−-encaged C12A7 can be performed by the
reduction of C12A7 using pure H2 gas35 or metal hydrides
(TiH2 (ref. 101) or CaH2 (ref. 13)) as reducing agents. H− ions
are incorporated into the nanocage structure of C12A7
through two steps: the substitution of O2− ions of the surface
cage of C12A7 by the H− ions and, subsequently, the replace-
ment of inside O2− ions by the surface-incorporated H− ions.
The H− ion concentration can reach the theoretical maximum
of 2.3 × 1021 cm−3 when C12A7 was annealed with CaH2 at
800 °C for 120 h.13

The direct synthesis of C12A7:H− is achieved by a solid–state
reaction under high pressure.102 The reducing atmosphere is
important for preventing the unintended incorporation of
impurity ions, such as O2− and OH− ions. The high-pressure
apparatus can provide a sealed environment for the reaction
of the starting materials under reductive conditions. The
C12A7:H− with a high H− concentration of ∼0.6 × 1021 cm−3

was obtained by the reaction of CaO, Al2O3, and CaH2 with
molar ratios of 11 : 7 : 1. The reaction condition required a high
pressure ranging from 0.5 to 0.75 GPa as well as a high
temperature ranging from 1200 to 1300 °C. Excess CaH2 is
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
required as the H source for the incorporated H− ions during
the treatment of high pressure.

2.3.2 Photoelectron donor. H− ions occupying halide ion
sites in alkali-halide crystals have been known as the U center
since the 1930s.103 UV illumination (l ∼300 nm) enables the
transformation of H− to H0 and electron.104 However, the
generated electron is localized at a halogen vacancy (F+ center)
and does not result in electrical conductivity. A similar photo-
chemical conversion process is also detected on the surface of
MgO.105 In 2002, Hayashi and co-authors demonstrate that H−

ions in the cage of C12A7 can be photochemically converted to
protons by releasing carrier electrons on UV illumination,
allowing for persistent conductivity (∼0.3 S cm−1) (Fig. 22a).38

The persistence of photoinduced conductivity is explained by
the slow kinetics of the reverse process at room temperature.

A possible mechanism for the photo-induced conversion of
C12A7:H− from an insulator to a conductor is proposed: UV
irradiation induces an electron emission from the encaged H−

ions (H− / H0 + e−). Aer that, Matsuishi et al. succeeded in
observing the EPR signal of H0 in C12A7 aer UV illumination
at 4 K (Fig. 22b).35 The concentration of generated H0 is almost
equal to that of F+ (Fig. 22c), which demonstrates that H− is
trapped in the cage of C12A7 and follows photo-dissociation to
H0 and F+. Fig. 22d shows that the fractions of H0 and F+ remain
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099 | 15091
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Fig. 22 (a) Electronic conduction after UV-irradiated C12A7:H−. Copyright 2002, Springer Nature. (b) EPR spectra of C12A7:H and C12A7:D
observed at 4 K after UV illumination. (c) Areal signal intensities of H0 and F+ as a function of UV illumination time. Almost 1 : 1 generation indicates
photodissociation of H−: H− / H0 + e−. (d) Isochronal annealing of H0 and F+. (e) Scheme of photoinduced insulator–conductor conversion.
Copyright 2005, American Chemical Society.
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unchanged aer thermal treatment. Almost no H0 was le aer
the treatment above∼200 K, while∼60% of the F+ remains even
at 300 K, implying that partial H0 recombines with F+ to form
H− (H0 + e− / H−), and the others have been removed differ-
ently without the consumption of the F+. A plausible reaction of
H0 with free oxygen to form OH−, yielding additional F+: H0 +
O2− / OH− + e− (or H0 + H0 / H2), also contributes to the
retention of F+.

A similar mechanism was also proposed for MgO surfaces.106

Nearly 70% of H0 recombines with electrons, and the remaining
H0 reacts with free oxygen to form OH−. The fraction of
remaining F+ is experimentally estimated to be ∼60%. OH− is
quite stable in the cage of C12A7 and does not react with trap-
ped electrons at room temperature. When C12A7:H− is illumi-
nated by UV light, several tens of percent of photoinduced
Fig. 23 Possible pathway for the ammonia synthesis reaction over Ru/C

15092 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099
electrons survive and yield hopping conductivity. At tempera-
tures above ∼600 K, the OH− is reduced by trapped electrons to
form H− and O2−, and therefore the conductivity is eliminated.
The reactions proceed under UV illumination, as illustrated in
Fig. 22e.

2.3.3 Anti-hydrogen poisoning of ammonia synthesis. As
described in Section 2.1.2, C12A7:e− signicantly promotes the
dissociation of N2 through electron back donation from Ru, and
the hydrogen poisoning of Ru surfaces can be suppressed owing
to the reversible hydrogen storage ability of C12A7:e−. Kitano
et al. proposed a mechanism of ammonia synthesis involving
reversible storage and the release of hydrogen on the surface of
Ru/C12A7:e− (Fig. 23).49

Recently, Kammert and co-workers reported that hydrogen is
likely to be adsorbed on the catalyst surface rather than the
12A7:e−. Copyright 2012, Springer Nature.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 24 (a) Schematic diagram of the ammonia synthesis reaction over Ru/C12A7:e−. (b) The inelastic neutron-scattering spectra of Ru/C12A7:e−

collected at 5 K after exposure to (1) 0.1 MPa 3 : 1 H2 : N2 mixture, (2) vacuum, (3) 0.1 MPa H2, and (4) 5 cycles of 0.1 MPa N2 at 673 K. Copyright
2020, American Chemical Society.
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storage of H− ion in the cage of C12A7:e−, which plays a domi-
nant role in NH3 synthesis over Ru/C12A7:e− catalyst
(Fig. 24a).107 They provided evidence for the presence of H− ions
in the framework of Ru/C12A7:e− during NH3 synthesis by in
situ inelastic neutron-scattering spectroscopy (Fig. 24b). It is
founded that the encaged H− species are stable in the cage of
C12A7:e−, which are not involved in the formation of NH3.
Instead, dissociated hydrogen species on the Ru surface
predominantly participate in ammonia synthesis. The
extremely high coverage of nitrogen species on the surface of
Ru/C12A7:e− is responsible for the anti-hydrogen poisoning
over Ru. The RDS also shied from N2 cleavage to the formation
of the N–H bond, which agrees with Kitano's study.
Fig. 25 (a) Multiple selective hydrogenation reactions on Ru/HT-C12A7.
Ru-based catalysts with different supports. (c) Recycle experiment for hyd
C12A7 catalyst before and after hydrogenation reaction, and Ru/HT-C12
50 °C over Ru/HT-C12A7 and Ru/CaO with and without pre-adsorbed q

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
2.3.4 Selective hydrogenation of the heteroarene reaction.
Selective hydrogenation of heteroarenes is of fundamental
interest in organic synthesis and is applied on a large scale for
the production of various ne and bulk chemicals.108 It has been
reported that the heterolytic cleavage of H2 with the formation
of Hs+ and Hs− is benecial for the selective hydrogenation of
polar functional groups, such as heteroarenes.109 In our study,
hydrothermal-prepared C12A7 (HT-C12A7)-supported Ru cata-
lysts are efficient for the chemoselective hydrogenation of
different N-heteroarenes in a solvent-free system (Fig. 25a).110

Compared with traditional metal oxide supports, C12A7-
supported Ru offered a much higher yield of 1,2,3,4-tetrahy-
droquinoline under the same reaction conditions (Fig. 25b),
(b) Catalytic activities for the hydrogenation of quinoline over various
rogenation of quinoline over Ru/HT-C12A7. (d) EPR spectra for Ru/HT-
A7 after reaction under UV light irradiation. (e) Rate of HD formation at
uinoline. Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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and the catalytic activity was well retained in eight consecutive
runs (Fig. 25c). The superior catalytic performance can be
attributed to the trapped H− anions in the surface-truncated
cages of C12A7, promoting the heterolytic dissociation of H2

to yield Hs+ and Hs− ion pairs. However, the abundant surface
basic sites of C12A7 also function as anchor sites for stabilizing
H−, which can be veried by CO2-TPD and EPR spectra results
(Fig. 25d). H2-D2 exchange test indicates that the H2 dissocia-
tion process on Ru/CaO is strongly inhibited through poisoning
by quinoline adsorption. Additionally, there is no obvious
change in the exchange rate over the Ru/HT-C12A7 catalyst,
which demonstrates that quinoline molecules also play an
important role in the heterolytic cleavage of H2 over Ru/HT-
C12A7 (Fig. 25e).
2.4. Metal single atom xation

In recent years, single metal atom catalysts have been observed
as rising stars for the green synthesis of ne chemicals owing to
the ideal atomic utilization (100%).111–114 Moreover, the elec-
tronic structure of isolated metal atoms can be easily modied
using support materials. Unfortunately, a highly dispersed
single atom catalyst is difficult to prepare because of the metal
atoms with extremely high surface energy, which are easy to
aggregate and sinter.115 Defects are reported to be effective in
stabilizing metal atoms; thus, different supports with rich
surface defects are designed to prepare single atom catalysts.116

Considering the unique electronic and geometric structure of
Fig. 26 (a) Schematic diagram of chemoselective hydrogenation of nitro
single-atom structures. Single Pt atomsmarked in yellow circles are unifo
R space for 0.1Pt/C12A7. (d) Plot of 0.1Pt loaded on various supports at ele
4-chloronitrobenzene. (e) Primary isotope effect observed on 0.1Pt/C12
0.1Pt/C12A7 after exposure to D2 with the arrow pointing to the O–D
Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.

15094 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099
C12A7, the positively charged nanocages provide the possibility
of anchoring single metal atoms.

2.4.1 Pt single atom catalysis. As the “holy grail” of cata-
lysts, Pt-based catalysts exhibit encouraging activity in various
reactions. Unfortunately, the high cost and low abundance of Pt
metal have always hindered its large-scale applications. Single-
atom catalysis sheds new light on the efficient utilization of Pt
metal catalysts. Recently, we reported that C12A7 can be used to
stabilize a single Pt atom owing to the ideal size and electronic
feature of the nanocavity structures (Fig. 26a).36 The unique
connement effect of the nanocavity of C12A7 ensures
remarkable thermal stability of Pt atoms even at reduction
temperatures of up to 600 °C. Aberration-corrected high-angle
annular dark-eld scanning transmission electron microscopy
(HADDF-STEM) proved the single atomic form of the trapped Pt
species (Fig. 26b). From the results of the extended X-ray
absorption ne structure spectra (EXAFS), it is also observed
that Pt–Pt bonds are absent, further verifying that the Pt species
are atomically dispersed in C12A7 (Fig. 26c).

In the hydrogenation reaction of 4-chloronitrobenzene, the
turnover frequencies (TOFs) of Pt/C12A7 reach as high as 25 772
h−1, which is one order of magnitude higher than those of Pt/
CaO (3396 h−1) and Pt/Al2O3 (1178 h−1) under the same reac-
tion conditions (Fig. 26d). The reaction mechanism of Pt/C12A7
can be revealed by the combination of kinetic isotope effect
(KIE) and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. The
large primary isotope ratio (kH/kD) of 4.7 indicates that the rate
arenes Pt single atom catalyst. (b) HAADF-STEM image of 0.1Pt/C12A7
rmly dispersed on the C12A7 support. (c) Pt K-edge EXAFS spectra in the
vated reduction temperatures and their TOFs for the hydrogenation of
A7 for the hydrogenation of 4-chloronitrobenzene. (f) FTIR spectra for
vibration. This vibration disappears after the introduction of styrene.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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determining step (RDS) may involve the dissociation of O–H
bonds instead of Pt–H bond cleavage over Pt/C12A7 (Fig. 26e).
This is further conrmed by the FTIR results, in which the
stretching vibration of O–D is only detected on Pt/C12A7
(Fig. 26f). Thus, such heterolytic cleavage of H2 tend to
generate Hd+ and Hd− at the Pt–O interface of Pt/C12A7, which is
favored for the selective hydrogenation of nitro groups.

2.4.2 Au− ion stabilization. As described in Subsubsection
2.1.1, the irradiation of C12A7 with energetic inert gas ions,
such as Ar+, at high temperatures removes free O2− ions from
the lattice, leaving trapped electrons behind.39 Miyakawa et al.
implanted Au+ ions into a single crystalline C12A7 at high
temperatures, resulting in the formation of Au− ions in C12A7
cages because of the comparable size of Au− (0.366 nm) to the
nanocage (Fig. 27a).17 The implanted Au species are stabilized in
the form of negative Au− ions below the uences of ∼1 × 1016

cm−2 (Au volume concentration of ∼2 × 1021 cm−3). These ions
are trapped in cages, which exhibit photoluminescence (PL)
bands at 3.05 and 2.34 eV at temperatures below 150 K
(Fig. 27b). The two emission bands can be attributed to intra
ionic transitions of 6s6p (1P1,

3P2, and
3P1) to 6s2 (1S0) with

different energy levels (Fig. 27c). At the uences above ∼3 ×

1016 cm−2, the implanted Au ions aggregate to form nano-sized
clusters, resulting in the quenching of PL bands. The appear-
ance of a new absorption band at 2.43 eV is attributed to the
surface plasmon of the free carriers of the cluster (Fig. 27d).
Fig. 27 (a) Local atomic structure of an Au− ion-incorporated cage in C1
single crystal implanted with Au+ ions at a fluence of∼1015 cm−2 at tempe
Au− incorporated C12A7 calculated using the two-cage QM cluster. The
for the photoluminescence, where the 3.05 and 2.34 eV bands are, respe
triplet states to the ground state. (d) Differences in the optical absorption
fluences. Copyright 2006, American Physical Society.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
2.5. Other anion incorporation

2.5.1 NH2−. Inorganic imide compounds, featuring abun-
dant NH2− groups, have been widely applied in hydrogen-
related catalytic reactions owing to their high ratio of
hydrogen amount and strong solid basicity.117 However, the
application of inorganic imide particles oen suffers from poor
stability under ambient conditions or in polar organic solvents.
The C12A7 with a positively charged framework and an appro-
priate volume of nanocages is expected to stabilize NH2−.

In 2014, Hayashi and co-workers developed an ammono-
thermal method to encapsulate NH2− in C12A7 under the
conditions of 35–55 MPa and 400–600 °C.15 The concentration
of the encapsulated NH2− species is as high as 2.7 × 1020 cm−3,
and the obtained C12A7:NH2− is chemically stable under
ambient conditions. Such a large amount of encapsulated NH2−

with high stability makes C12A7:NH2− a potential N1 source
reagent for amination and amidation reactions. Aer that,
Nakao et al. proposed a two-step mechanism of N2 incorpora-
tion into the cages of C12A7 by modeling density functional
theory (DFT).118 It is reported that the decomposed NH2−

species from NH3 is rst incorporated into the surface cage
structure of C12A7:e−. Then, the as-captured NH2− species react
with each other to form N2. Attention should be paid because
such an encapsulation strategy of electroneutral N2 molecules
differs from the negatively charged species previously reported
in C12A7.
2A7 calculated using the two-cage QM cluster. (b) PL spectra of C12A7
ratures ranging from 6 to 150 K. (c) The left side shows energy levels of
right side shows a diagram of the charge transfer transition responsible
ctively, assigned to the Au0 + e− / Au− transitions from the singlet and
spectra of C12A7 crystals before and after Au+ implantation at various

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099 | 15095
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2.5.2 Halogen ions. Owing to the termination at the
surface of active metals, the presence of halogen species oen
leads to the poisoning of the metal catalyst.119,120 However,
halogen ions, such as Cl− and F−, with strong electron-
withdrawing properties are also not benecial in driving the
catalytic reactions that require electrons, such as ammonia
synthesis reaction.121 Given the ion storage ability of the
nanocage structure of C12A7, Li et al. reported that the C12A7
support could prevent the Cl− poisoning of active metal Ru.122

Consequently, Ru-loaded C12A7 was demonstrated to serve as
an efficient catalyst with excellent Cl− tolerance in ammonia
synthesis. This contradicts conventional supported Ru cata-
lysts in which MgO-supported Ru exhibits negligibly small
activity when a tiny amount of Cl− ions remains on the catalyst
surface. They attributed the unique chlorine resistance of Ru-
loaded C12A7 to the anion exchange properties of C12A7
because OH− ions in the cages of C12A7 can be exchanged by
Cl− ions during the reaction.

Because of its strong etching ability, F− ion is widely used in
the elds of semiconductor etching, surface modications, and
so on.123,124 The development of a suitable carrier, which can
store F− species stably and emit continuously, is highly
demanded to promote the employment of F− ion. In this
context, Song et al. reported the preparation of the F− storage
emission material of C12A7–F− through a solid-state reaction.18

The concentration of the incorporated F− of C12A7–F− can
reach ∼1.9 × 1021 cm−3, and the emission current density of F−

was as high as 16.7 ± 0.8 mA cm−2 at 800 °C under an extraction
eld of 1200 V cm−1.

2.5.3 CN−. The oxygen ions of the extra-framework of
C12A7 can be substituted not only by single anions but also by
polyanions. Recently, Schmidt et al. reported the preparation of
C12A7–CN− by a solid–gas reaction, in which stoichiometric
CaO, a-Al2O3 and AlN were mixed and heated under vacuum at
1373 K, followed by an atmosphere change from air to
nitrogen.20 The reaction can be expressed by the following
equation: 12CaO + 6Al2O3 + 2AlN + 2CO / Ca12Al14O32(CN)2.
Carbon monoxide was formed in situ by the reaction of carbon
in the furnace and carbon dioxide. The carbon dioxide was
derived from the naturally formed CaCO3 because the handling
of CaO was performed in the air. The presence of the CN− was
proved using IR, 13C-MAS-NMR and elemental analysis
methods. By applying neutron diffraction studies, it is found
that the orientation of the cyanide ions in the cages is slightly
tilted to the 4 axis. Aer that, Schmidt et al. reported the C12A7–
NO2

− by partial oxidation of C12A7–CN−.125 Partial oxidation
was achieved by heating C12A7–CN− to 1083 K in the air for 4 h
using a chamber furnace. The reaction can be expressed by the
following equation: Ca12Al14O32(CN)2 + 4O2 / Ca12Al14O32(-
NO2)2 + 2CO2.

2.5.4 OH−. OH− in ionic oxide crystals has attracted
considerable attention in the past decades.106,126–129 It is re-
ported that the defect sites of the ionic oxide are likely to be
occupied by OH− aer UV irradiation in the presence of
adsorbed hydrogen or water.130 However, the concentration
of irradiated OH− anions is quite low.128 The development of
15096 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 15074–15099
a new parent material that can store a high concentration of
OH− is highly required for the promotion of OH− anion
emissions. As we discussed in Subsubsection 2.2.1, when the
C12A7–O− was retreated at 1350 °C for 10 h under a mixture
of Ar and H2O atmosphere, the OH− incorporated C12A7 can
be obtained.14,131 The concentration of OH− anions can reach
more than 7 × 1020 cm−3, and OH− anions are the domi-
nating anions (90%) emitted from C12A7–OH−.14 The C12A7–
OH− material is expected to operate as an OH− emitter for
chemical synthesis, material modication, and sterilization.

3. Conclusion and perspectives

In this review, we summarized recent progress in the design and
preparation of active anion-bearing C12A7materials as catalysts
and reagents in the elds of heterogeneous catalysis and
important organic synthetic reactions. Owing to the versatility
of C12A7 materials with various anion substitutions as well as
their unique features (low work function/electron donation,
metal–insulator transformation, and sub-nanometer-sized cage
connement), a series of C12A7-based functional materials
have been designed and fabricated to satisfy specic catalytic
and synthetic chemical processes. Important research contri-
butions are highlighted to illustrate the manipulation of active
anions (e.g., e−, O−, O2

−, H− and metal single atom species)
with enhanced performance owing to their potential chemical
applications.

Although signicant progress has been made, great chal-
lenges remain in the preparation and application of C12A7-
based materials. (1) Owing to the necessity of employing
harsh conditions to achieve active anion-bearing C12A7, the
surface areas of these materials are limited to a few m2 g−1,
which prevents further improvement of their catalytic perfor-
mance. (2) It is always a conundrum to identify the interaction
between the substituted active anions (especially the anions,
such as O−, O2

−, H−, NH2− and OH−) and loaded active metals,
which restricts the purposed design and control synthesis of
C12A7-based materials with desired active sites. (3) Although
high performance has been achieved for C12A7-based mate-
rials, the exact reaction mechanism needs to be studied in
depth to improve their functionality.

In a further study, the innovation of synthetic strategies and
the fabrication of C12A7 with porous structure open new room
for C12A7-based materials in chemical reactions. In addition,
the employment of in situ characterization and tracer tech-
niques would also be of great help in understanding both the
active center structure and reaction mechanism to achieve
a more rational material design. With rapid advances in
synthetic and characteristic strategies of nanoscience and
nanotechnology, the design and controlled synthesis of active
anion-bearing C12A7 functional materials greatly contributes to
sustainable development in the eld of catalysis and organic
synthesis.
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